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Introduction
Many businesses fail not only because of lack of profits but also because of cash-flow problems. In 2008, the operations of the fourth largest investment bank in the U.S., Lehman
Brothers came to a halt; with the company's share price dropping from $86.18 in 2007 to less than $4 in September 2008 (Valukas, 2010) . Lehman Brothers had over 25,000 staff around the world. On January 16, 2009, the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York directed the U.S. Trustee to nominate an Examiner to "investigate the acts, conduct, assets, liabilities, and financial condition of the debtor (Lehman), the operation of the debtor's business and the desirability of the continuance of such business" (Valukas, 2010) .With $639 billion in assets and $619 billion in debt, Lehman's bankruptcy filing was the largest in history, as its assets far surpassed those of previous bankrupt giants such as WorldCom and Enron (Investopedia, 2009 ).
The collapse of the U.S. housing market ultimately brought Lehman Brothers to its knees, as its headlong rush into the subprime mortgage market proved to be a disastrous step. In 2005 and 2006, Lehman was the largest producer of securities based on subprime mortgages. By 2007, more than a dozen lawsuits had been initiated against Lehman on the ground that it had improperly made borrowers take on loans they could not afford. Lehman's collapse also made it the largest victim of the U.S. subprime mortgage-induced financial crisis that moved through global financial markets in 2008. Lehman's collapse was a decisive event that greatly intensified the 2008 crisis and contributed to the erosion of close to $10 trillion in market capitalization from global equity markets in October 2008, the biggest monthly decline on record at the time (Investopedia, 2009 With the aim of taking advantage of speculative opportunities as well as managing its exposure to market and credit risks resulting from trading activities, Lehman entered into derivative transactions on behalf of its clients and itself (Valukas, 2010) . According to Valukas with increasing numbers of defaults over time (Valukas, 2010) .
Krugman ( , cited in Swedberg, 2010 found that "in the years before the crisis ... regulators failed to expand the rules [for banks] to cover the growing 'shadow' banking system, consisting of institutions like Lehman Brothers that performed bank-like functions even though they didn't offer conventional bank deposits." The financial storm that broke out after Lehman's fall on September 15 made some of Lehman's executives realize very quickly that something else had to be done than just attend to individual cases. In reacting to the action taken by
Bernanke to restore confidence, Joseph Stiglitz described Bernanke's conduct as "an act of extraordinary arrogance," and said: Swedberg, 2010) .
Lehman succeeded in raising about $6 billion in capital in June 2008, and took steps to improve its liquidity position in July 2008, but efforts in raising additional capital in the weeks leading up to its failure proved inadequate (Bernanke, 2010 ). Lehman's high degree of leveragethe ratio of total assets to shareholders equity -was 31 in 2007, and its huge portfolio of mortgage securities made it increasingly vulnerable to deteriorating market conditions (Investopedia, 2009 ). Lehman's bankruptcy was many times more complex than Enron's failure in 2001 as it was deeply plumbed into the global financial system. According to Bernanke, "virtually every large financial institution in the world was in momentous danger of going bankrupt" (Bernanke, 2009 , cited in Swedberg, 2010 .The following section analyzes some of the causes of Lehman's collapse, with a particular emphasis on the implications of the bankruptcy on the international banking system.
Analysis of the facts and issues
The collapse of Lehman has made headline news in various newspapers and journals. States which led to more than 9,000 banks failing during the great depression years of [1930] [1931] [1932] [1933] (LaRoche, n.d.).
Many experts have blamed these failures on the alleged unethical actions arising from the amalgamation of commercial and investment banking. In their paper, Altınkılıç, et al. (2007) found that investment banks' governance has responded to the deregulation of commercial bank entry into investment banking by virtue of the repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act. Competing with commercial banks was a huge task for Lehman; hence the easiest way to compete was to utilize high amounts of leverage, thereby taking on more risk. For an investment bank, the processing and absorption of risk is a typical intermediation function similar to a commercial bank engaged in lending (Boot, 2008) . Lehman's accounting system was a flop. The "Repo 105 transactions" employed by the firm was described by its own accounting personnel as an "accounting gimmick", as it was a lazy way of managing the firm's balance sheet (Valukas, 2010) .This action of accounting improprieties created a misleading portrayal of Lehman's true financial health. Surprisingly, Lehman's external auditor, Ernst & Young took virtually no action to investigate the "Repo 105"
allegations; and did not take any step to "question or challenge the non-disclosure by Lehman of its use of $50 billion of temporary, off-balance sheet transactions" (Valukas, 2010 (Valukas, 2010) . According to the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, "an external auditor has a responsibility to plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud" (CAQ, 2010). suggests that auditors need to demonstrate a high level of independence and objectivity when reviewing financial statements. This independence and objectivity was totally lost in the case of Lehman's external audit.
According to Cooper (2005) , in the six years preceding Enron's collapse, ASIC's American counterpart, the SEC, estimated that investors lost US$100 billion owing to faulty, misleading or fraudulent audits. It was confirmed that those associated with the Enron fiasco, including its auditor, Arthur Andersen, had been shredding thousands of pages of incriminating papers (Scott+Scott LLP, 2008) . Deceptive accounting and improper adjustment to financial statements are also common financial reporting frauds that auditors appear to often cover up. For example, WorldCom, whose accounts were audited by the "so-called" professional auditors, experienced a more catastrophic loss of 17,000 jobs, having inflated profits by nearly US$4 billion through deceptive accounting and improper adjustments to the financial statements (Cooper, 2005) . It is evident from the collapse of Lehman Brothers that many auditors appear to be complicit in financial statement frauds. In the case of Dynegy in which $300 million bank loan was disguised to look like cash flow, through a series of complicated trades, the through which a financial institution combines assets of various types (for example "prime" mortgages with "subprime" ones). The packaged debt is then sold to a special purpose vehicle, generally registered offshore in a low tax jurisdiction. The new entity then issues its own equity or bonds to resell the debt to other investors, carving it up into different tranches with different risk ratings using complex mathematical models (Wilks, 2008) . argues that overreliance on agency ratings of CDOs was a direct outcome of the difficulty in evaluating such complex financial products.
According to Lang & Jagtiani (2010) , most of the initial losses in securities markets came from collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) and other structured securities that were tied to the residential mortgage market. Thus, relative to their capital position, large financial institutions had highly concentrated exposures to this structured but complex securities market. Fitch (2006 , cited in Lang & Jagtiani, 2010 found that the number of subprime downgrades during July- Lehman's bankruptcy on their 900,000 derivatives positions, the investigators did not find sufficient evidence to prove that Lehman's valuation of its derivatives portfolio in 2008 was unreasonable (Valukas, 2010) . The following section analyzes the implications that Lehman's bankruptcy has on the international banking system and addresses ways and manner to avoid such crisis.
Implications of Lehman's Collapse to the international banking industry
Many analysts have linked Lehman's collapse to risky real estate lending. The U.S.
subprime crisis was one of the major crises that had serious implication on the global banking system, and still poses a lot of threats to many banks, especially those with investment banking activities. Through securitization, the risks of sub-prime lending were transferred from mortgage lenders to third-party investors (IFSL Research, 2008 ). Lehman's bankruptcy had caused some depreciation in the price of commercial real estate. For example, the liquidation of Lehman's $4.3 billion in mortgage securities sparked a selloff in the commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) market.
Lehman's collapse gave rise to the drop in the Primary Reserve Fund, the first time since 1994 that a money-market fund had dropped below the $1-per-share level. Lehman's bankruptcy led to more than $46 billion of its market value being wiped out. Its collapse also served as the catalyst for the purchase of Merrill Lynch by Bank of America in an emergency deal that was also announced on September 15 (Investopedia, 2009) . The demise of Lehman resulted in the loss of 70% of $48 billion of receivables from derivatives that could otherwise have been relaxed (Valukas, 2010) and as much as $75 billion in value was destroyed (McCracken, 2008 , cited in Valukas, 2010 .
Many countries, firms and types of actors were directly linked to Lehman and its bankruptcy as well. For example, in England, about 5,600 retail investors had bought Lehmanbacked structured products for $160 million (Ross, 2009 , cited in Swedberg, 2010 ; whilst in Hong Kong, 43,000 individuals, many of them senior citizens, had bought so-called minibonds to a value of $ 1.8 billion, issued by Lehman (Pittman, 2009 , cited in Swedberg, 2010 .
Renowned cities and counties in the United States lost more than $ 2 billion (Carreyrou, 2010; cf. Crittenden, 2009 , cited in Swedberg, 2010 . One state-owned bank in Germany, Sachsen Bank, lost around half a billion Euros (Kirchfeld & Simmons, 2008 , cited in Swedberg, 2010 .
Pension funds, such as the New York State Teachers' retirement plan had also incurred losses due to the collapse of Lehman (Bryan-Low, 2009 , cited in Swedberg, 2010 . A large number of hedge funds in London also had some $12 billion in assets frozen when Lehman declared bankruptcy (Spector, 2009 , cited in Swedberg, 2010 .
Could it have been prevented?
Although the international banking industry had witnessed several bankruptcies over the past two decades, many analysts believe that Lehman's demise had gargantuan consequences on the economy at large, as it was that anaphylactic shock to the financial system that led to the global economic downturn (The Independent, 2009 Valukas (2010) , the conduct of Lehman's executives "ranged from serious but non-culpable errors of business judgment to actionable balance sheet manipulation." The examiner's report criticizes Lehman's failure to disclose its use of the "Repo 105" accounting device. According to the report, accounting rules permitted Lehman to treat this transaction as sales instead of financings, so as to remove assets from the balance sheet (Wong & Smith, 2010) .
Lehman Brothers failed to be rescued by a buyer or a government bailout. It has been suggested by many experts that public sources be used to capitalize banks and other major financial institutions. Rather than waiting to bailout banks in times of financial distress, many governments have adopted new strategies such as investing directly into the capital of their banks. For example, on October 8, 2010, the British government announced that they would invest 400 billion pounds directly into the capital of their banks; a faster way of strengthening the banks than by buying up their toxic assets (Swedberg, 2010 (Tett, 2008b , cited in Swedberg, 2010 .
Conclusion
The international banking industry has undergone tremendous transformation across all economies and markets over the past few years. Recent regulations and competition in the banking industry have compelled many investment banks to pursue growth in sectors that traditionally fell within the domain of other financial institutions such as commercial banks. This exposes the banks to take on more risks, often leading to crisis. With regards to Lehman's reaction to the subprime lending crisis and other economic events, some earlier decisions taken by Lehman's management were questionable, although they fell within business judgment rule.
Most of the valuation procedures employed by Lehman were unreasonable for purposes of a bankruptcy solvency analysis. The failure by Lehman to disclose the use of its Repo 105 accounting practice provided ample evidence of the loop-holes in their accounting system. 
Recommendations
Lehman's failure provides very important lessons. First, regulators of financial institutions should eliminate the gaps in their financial regulatory framework that allows large, complex, interconnected firms like Lehman to operate without robust consolidated supervision.
In September 2008, no government agency had sufficient authority to compel Lehman to operate in a safe and sound manner and in a way that did not pose dangers to the broader financial system. There is also the need for a new resolution regime, analogous to that already established for failing banks, in order to avoid having to choose in the future between bailing out a failing, systemically critical firm or allowing its disorderly bankruptcy. Such a regime, according to many experts in the global banking industry, would both protect the economy and improve market discipline by ensuring that the failing firm's shareholders and creditors take losses and its management is replaced.
